
Do I Belong Here?
A Newcomers Journey w. Agile Team Culture

Irony of learning this session was part of the advanced track!  Still asking, Do I Belong 
Here?
Intro Self

- ESSA, Readiness, Change Management + Adoption
- Training, Communication, Measurement, Feedback- through the lense 

and voice of the customer
- lead a global program of Field Change Managers that partner with the 

business on the execution of these things
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- Asking audience for who has hiked?  

- Anyone planned for a pack packing adventure? Large excursion? 

- How would you describe the journey?  And how did you prepare? - 

WRITE ON BOARD

- When it was all done and you reached the summit- what feelings did 

you have?
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- My time in sales- this image is what I have found many folks outside of the 

business picture…

- Who has shifted careers? 

- Getting here in the first place was a journey wasn’t it?

- Share my story of transition from sales/the business 

- Shift of culture and perspective- my own perception of project 

teams and their perception of sales users…

- Story of meeting with a PM from C360 that from my end user 

perspective was a fail- and how sharing my job history with 

them immediately changed the discussion
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Remove Pack

- Ironically these visualizations align with the vision our manager has for the 

Readiness team- we even have tibetan flags and this image printed by our row of 

cubes.

- Our team is on the journey and we realize it will continue to shift, but the structure 

and strategy surrounding us has finally landed at Base Camp!

- I see parallels between this and the idea of scaling agile culture- there are some 

obvious good components of doing this, but there are definite challenges along the 

way too
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- When I started to say I had a steep learning curve… 

- Questioning if I belonged, missing the structured world I came from- 

wondering if the journey was too great

- Feelings of Culture Shock

- Sudden peek behind the curtain and I could really see what it took to pull off 

projects I had been on the receiving end of- some of this was discouraging- 

most of this was eye opening to the amount of coordination
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Agile Acronyms, Technical Acumen, and Brilliant Minds

- Feelings of insecurity, judgement, general frustration - the amount of verbiage I had 

never been exposed to, or the use of words which I thought I understood.  

- Story of joining stand up, competition and the chicken

But it all comes down to this….

- Meeting folks/mentors along the way

- Ted (the summit coach), Internal resources, RH Agile Day - finding 

places and people that can translate what all this means in a language 

you understand 

- Also realizing that I do not need to second guess myself as much, just 

because this feels new to me- I can still contribute

Manager, now director, said to me: I see you holding back and not 

letting your spark grow to a flame...another ironic theme plug- she 

offered the word trailblazer!



THE AGILE MANIFESTO
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Individuals + Interactions

Over process + Tools

Working Software

Over comprehensive 
documentation

Customer Collaboration

Over contract negotiation 

Responding to Change

Over following a plan

Over time I gained exposure to this idea- the agile manifesto… Ted’s whiteboard 

READ SLIDE



THE AGILE MANIFESTO
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Individuals + Interactions

Over process + Tools

Working Software

Over comprehensive 
documentation

Customer Collaboration

Over contract negotiation 

Responding to Change

Over following a plan

- The highlighted words are what I tend to focus on when I reflect back and consider 

the elements that have formed my impression of Agile Culture

     INTERACTIONS    COLLABORATION   WORKING   CHANGE

- How can we ensure our interactions are collaborative in nature?  

- How do we work together and accept the reality of some sort of change being at the 

center of what we do? Can we get comfortable with change?

     Most do not like change, and for those familiar with the short story ‘who moved my 

cheese’ we may identify ourselves as a hem/haw or scurry/sniff type

     But if our team establishes solid norms and builds a foundation of trust with 

vulnerable communication….I believe we can be AGILE- in practice, behavior, and 

mindset

In a world of more career shifting, how can we achieve this? 

- ASK ROOM: how many of you have had new team members join, whether internal 

or external hire, in the last year?  Does your team have a good onboarding process?  



BLAZING TRAILS
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8,306 Total Summits

4,833 Different People

Source: Everest by the Numbers 2018 Edition

536 by Women

- There is another piece of this journey for me:
- Identifying as a woman in business AND a woman in IT 

- I am lucky that my org aligns to many strong women in 
leadership

- Not the norm for most
- Women in IT- women on the trail 

- There is that word again, dare I say, a trail blazer?
- According to the Himalayan Database: 

- 8,306 total summits (highest peak) by 4, 833 different 
people - only 536 of these summits were by women

- Is there a reason these numbers are accurate?  
- How can we scale the goodness of agile culture? 
- Are we creating a welcoming climate to be here?

http://www.alanarnette.com/blog/2017/12/17/everest-by-the-numbers-2018-edition/
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“This is not a field women are newcomers to..
This is a field where they have a history and belong.” - Janet Abbate, History.com

- ASK ROOM: Perhaps most of you are familiar with this image and the story of 
women and computer programing.  

- ASK ROOM: Hidden Figures?  
- While not the core of that book turned film- the journey to how women 

rose to the occasion during a time when computing the way we know it 
today could not have been more foreign. 

- The journey of these women has paved the way for my own journey and that 
of women today- 

- Red Hat Statistics- Redhat.com: 
- Less than 25% identify as female

- Half of that population are in technical roles 
- PWC study, over 2,000 university students

- 78% were unable to name a famous woman working in tech.
- 5% of leadership positions in the technology sector are held by 

women
- Of course there are other stories of diversity need in tech

- I would argue that true agilists are themselves a minority with the 
combo of waterfall and agile being more of a norm

- Similar to the Agile practitioners that have come before us, how do we 
continue to scale the culture and align a vision?

https://www.history.com/news/coding-used-to-be-a-womans-job-so-it-was-paid-less-and-undervalued


THE POINT?

- Realities of scaling
- Keeping the new person’s journey front of mind as they join the group

- Especially if coming from another background
- This could even be method variance 

- Does this culture scale up?  
- Do we stay at basecamp?  
- Does the shifting landscape of IT keep moving the target?  

- Or is that the point, to remain Agile and embrace the change.



START  WITH  WHAT  YOU  HAVE
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- As my Agile coach Natty told me when we learned how to use a new tool: 
“Start w. What you Have” 

- Consider how the teams each of us interacts with can create positive 
onboarding and general interactions with newcomers, stakeholders, 
you name it! 



Questions?



THANK YOU
https://mojo.redhat.com/community/it/essa 

https://mojo.redhat.com/community/it/essa

